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BIND 8.2.1 ISC (Internet Systems Consortium) resolv.conf
1 ( 2 )
2.3: BIND4.9 BIND8.2
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1. ’ www.example.co.jp’ IP
( NS)
2. NS ( A ) ’www.example.co.jp’ IP
3. A jp ( D) IP
4. NS D ’ www.example.co.jp’ IP
5. D co.jp ( B ) IP
6. NS B ’ www.example.co.jp’ IP
7. B example.co.jp ( C ) IP
8. NS C ’ www.example.co.jp’ IP
9. C ’ www.example.co.jp’ IP













DNS ( 2.4 )
ID flag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(Number of Question) 16bit
(Number of RR Answer) 16bit
RR (Number of Authorized RR) 16bit





QR opcode AA TC RD RA 000 recode
1 4 1 1 1 1 3 4 (bit)
2.5: DNS flag














































IPv6 128bit IPv4 4
DNSsec IPv6










































IP .port IP .port
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0 33,678 1,892 95.288% 37,329
1 11,987 1,734 90.904% 15,094
2 14,786 1,989 91.258% 18,382
3 14,508 1,846 91.882% 17,799
4 12,844 1,486 91.152% 15,721
5 11,876 1,527 89.526% 14,971
6 12,946 1,607 90.831% 16,022
7 14,913 1,812 91.569% 18,265
8 17,378 2,210 91.010% 21,523
9 22,751 2,780 91.812% 27,808
10 24,966 2,980 91.127% 30,667
11 28,611 3,167 91.693% 34,657
12 28,752 3,124 91.199% 34,952
13 29,301 3,198 88.221% 36,838
14 27,896 3,232 85.509% 36,403
15 21,820 2,599 90.327% 27,034
16 34,671 4,163 88.963% 43,652
17 25,175 2,989 90.142% 31,244
18 21,741 2,752 91.028% 26,907
19 20,737 2,445 91.368% 25,372
20 18,830 2,286 91.933% 22,969
21 17,558 2,365 91.731% 21,719
22 16,422 2,130 91.529% 20,269
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